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ABSTRACT: A new, simple, and effective method is reported for
production of polymer fibers ranging from a few tens of nanometers
to a few micrometers from polymer solutions. The method
capitalizes on a high velocity expanding gas jet to turn polymer
solutions streaming from nozzles into fibers with smooth or
wrinkled fiber surface morphology and with core−shell and side-by-
side arrangements. The polymer solution is brought in contact with
the gas jet on a flat surface, at the tip of a circular needle, and at the
surface a pendant drop. The fiber diameter bears relationship with
capillary number of the liquid jet and polymer concentration in the
solution. Several levels of fiber conglutination are observed as
function of collection distance from the nozzle set up.

I t has become common knowledge that nanofibers present
strong gas absorption characteristics due to large surface

areas per unit mass, unique surface roughness, and, in some
cases, porosity. These attributes can be combined with the
intrinsic properties of the polymers, such as biodegradability,
crystallinity, and hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature to address
an array of suitable applications often limited by low rates of
production of nanofibers. Examples include scaffolds for cell
growth, wound dressing materials for skin regeneration,
industrial thermal and acoustic insulation systems, filtration,
fabrication of protective clothing, sensors, and catalytic matrices
to name a few.1−5 Electrospinning has been the preferred
method for production of nanofibers and submicrometer fibers
from polymeric solutions. However, a relatively low rate of fiber
production from a single jet, typically less than 0.3 g/h per jet,
high electric voltage necessary to draw the fibers, and a small
number of polymer systems amenable to electro-spinning limit
more widespread industrial applications.6−9 Several processes
have been considered as high volume alternatives to electro-
spinning, such as melt blowing,10−12 nanofibers by gas jet
(NGJ),13−15 solution blow spinning,16 or centrifugal spinning
or the rotary jet spinning (RJS).17,18 Nevertheless, these
methods have failed to produce submicrometer diameter fiber
arrangements with core−shell and side-by-side assembly
common in the case of electrospinning process.19,20

In this letter, we report a versatile process for production of
polymeric fibers with diameter ranging from a few tens of
nanometer to a few micrometer in an array of morphological
forms and at rates 10−20 times higher than the rate of a single
electrospinning jet. The process, termed gas jet nanofibers
(GJF), bears several similarities and contrasts with electro-
spinning and melt-blowing processes. First, in the GJF process,
polymer solutions are extruded as liquid jets from pendant
drops or needle tips as in electrospinning. Second, as in melt-
blowing, the liquid jet is stretched by the high velocity,
expanding compressed gas. Third, the rapid stretching of the

liquid jet leads to a cone at the beginning similar to the
electrically formed Taylor cone in electrospinning.21 Fourth,
the polymer solution is independently delivered through the
nozzles and is brought into contact with high velocity gas. This
alleviates concerns of clogging or mechanical constrictions and
aids facile adaptation of different fiber configurations, such as of
core−shell and side-by-side geometries. A simplified setup of
the GJF process consists of a syringe pump, a customized
nozzle, a jet of compressed gas, typically air, and a collector, as
shown in Figure 1a. The pressure of gas, gravity, viscous force,
surface tension, and aerodynamic force all impact the drawing
of a single, continuous jet of polymer liquids, as shown in
Figure 1b−d from three prototype polymer solution delivery
configurations: (i) wall-anchored (Figure 1b) where the
solution is allowed to fall under gravity and create a film
before the liquid jet is formed, (ii) needle-tip (Figure 1c), and
(iii) pendant drop (Figure 1d), formed at the tip of a capillary
tube under the influence of surface tension and gravitational
forces.
The GJF process is constituted of the following steps. First,

the polymer solution is fed into the nozzle and extruded at
constant rate by a motorized syringe pump. Single or multiple
syringe pumps can be used depending on the number of
polymer components used to produce the fibers. Second, the
gas and polymer solution are brought in contact depending on
the nozzle configuration, for example, wall-anchored as in
Figure 1b or a pendant drop at the end of a capillary tube, as in
Figure 1d. Third, a liquid jet is initiated by the action of the gas
followed by liquid jet stretching and evaporation of the solvent.
This process continues until the viscosity of the liquid jet
increases due to solvent evaporation to a level that it hinders
further stretching and or the velocity of the expanded gas
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equals the velocity of the traveling fiber. Fibers should be
collected a few meters from the nozzle to take full advantage of
the expanded air jet. As is evident from above, the GJF method
is simple to implement.

The capability and feasibility of the GJF process was
demonstrated by producing fibers from 6% w/w solution of
polyethylene oxide (PEO, Mw = 300000 g/g mol from Alfa
Aesar) in ethanol, 6% w/w solution of polyvinyl pyrrolidone
(PVP, Mw = 1300000 g/g mol from Alfa Aesar) in ethanol, and
6% w/w solution of polyvinyl acetate (PVAc, Mw = 500000 g/g
mol, from Sigma Aldrich) in ethyl acetate, using several nozzles
built in-house. Needle-tip nozzles were built from stainless steel
needles of internal diameter 0.3−1.22 mm. Wall-anchored
nozzle assembly (Figure 1b) was built by attaching 1 mL
syringes to flat plastic plates. Glass capillary tubes of 1 mm
diameter were used to create pendant drops. The high velocity
air jet was created by allowing compressed air to flow through a
rigid pipe of internal diameter 11 mm, fitted with a filter,
pressure regulator, and a flow meter. The scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images of the mats of fibers prepared from
the above solutions using a needle-tip nozzle (Figure 1c) of 1.2
mm of internal diameter are presented in Figure 2a−c. Fibers
with mean diameter of, respectively, 280, 186, and 425 nm were
obtained for PEO, PVP, and PVAc using compressed air jet
with 40 psi pressure and solution feeding rate of 0.8 mL/min.
Several processing variables can be adjusted to create significant
changes in the fiber mean diameter and morphology. These
include air jet pressure, distance between the nozzles for
polymer solution and the air jet, volumetric rate of polymer
solution, and the distance from the nozzle where the polymer
fibers are collected. Figure 2d presents SEM images of PVP
fibers obtained from 10% w/w solution in ethanol using the
needle-tip nozzle at a feeding rate of 0.8 mL/min and different
air jet pressures. As is evident, an increase of the air jet pressure

Figure 1. (a) Schematic setup of the GJF process with wall-anchored
nozzle. (b−d) Images of polymeric liquid jet emanating from (b) wall-
anchored nozzle, (c) needle-tip nozzle, and (d) pendant drop.

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of fibers produced from solutions of (a) PEO 6% w/w in ethanol, (b) PVP 6% w/w in ethanol, (c) PVAc 6% w/w in
ethyl acetate, (d) PVP 10% w/w at three pressures of gas jet (see values at the top of each image) using a needle-tip nozzle of 1.2 mm of internal
diameter, and (e) PVP 2% w/w in ethanol.
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from 10 to 30 psi caused a reduction of the number average
mean diameter of the fibers from 1.6 to 0.34 μm. The same
nozzle allowed an increase of the volumetric flow rate of
solution to 1.6 mL/min without significant changes in the fiber
diameter. A further increase of solution flow rate resulted in the
formation of solid beads along the fiber. Fibers of a few tens of
nanometer were produced using a low concentration of
polymers in solution; a 2% w/w PVP solution in ethanol led
to fibers of 60 nm mean diameter (Figure 2e). The PEO fibers
obtained in the GJF process showed a diameter comparable to
electrospinning.22 Table 1 presents a summary of the effects of
several processing variables on fiber diameter and morphology.
It is seen that there is no significant difference between the
fibers produced using a wall-anchored nozzle (Figure 1b) or a
needle-tip nozzle (Figure 1c) if process parameters are similar.
On the other hand, the nozzle configuration based on pendant
drops (Figure 1d) gave rise to fibers with a much smaller mean
diameter (∼200 nm) at low air jet pressures of 10 psi. At a
higher pressure of the air jet the pendent drop became unstable.
The fiber conglutination, necessary to create three-dimen-

sional webs, was achieved by collecting fibers closer to the
liquid jet. Figure 3 shows three different degrees of
conglutination of PEO fibers produced using a wall-anchored
nozzle system (Figure 1b) and air jet pressure of 10 psi; fibers
were collected at specified distances from the inception of the
liquid jet.
The performance of the GJF process, especially the ability to

form stable and continuous jets of polymer solutions, is dictated
by the polymer solution properties, such as concentration (C),
viscosity (μ), and surface tension (γ), as in the electrospinning
process.23 The mean diameter of the fibers is known to
decrease with a reduction of viscosity or reduction of
concentration of the polymer in solution. The lower limit of
polymer concentration is dictated by the critical concentration
C* for achieving polymer chain entanglement.24 In this context,
the capillary number (Ca) of the extended liquid jet relates the
viscous stress with the interfacial stress, Ca = μV/γ, where μ,V,
and γ are the values of viscosity, velocity of the liquid jet, and
surface tension of the polymer solution, respectively. For
systems with a low capillary number, for example, for surface
tension dominating, the jets underwent early break-up due to

Rayleigh instability25 and often lead to beaded fibers. Smooth
fibers are produced at moderate values of Ca, achieved by
increasing the polymer solution viscosity or the velocity of the
liquid jet. At very high values of Ca, the fibers show defects
induced by the turbulent nature of the gas flow. These cases are
schematically presented in Figure 4.
The fibers with side-by-side and core−shell morphological

forms were produced by the GJF process easily using fabricated
prototype nozzles. A wall-anchored nozzle system (Figure 1b)
was modified to include two polymer streams, as shown in
Figure 5a. In this case, polymer solution A (red color) is
allowed to flow over polymer solution B (blue color) forming a
stratified two-layer falling liquid stream before an air jet turns
the stream into a liquid jet. In this manner, fibers with side-by-
side morphology of mean diameter 0.8 μm were obtained from
a solution of PEO 6% w/w in ethanol and PVP 6% w/w in
ethanol at a feed rate of 0.4 mL/min for each solution and air
jet pressure of 20 psi (Figure 5c). The same prototype nozzle
was used to produce fibers from immiscible polymer systems,
such as PVAc 6% w/w in ethyl acetate and PEO 6% w/w in
ethanol, as shown in Figure 5d. The side-by-side fused fibers of

Table 1. Effect of Processing Variables on Fiber Diameter and Morphology Obtained by GJF Processa

polymer and
mol wt conc wt %

air pressure (psi); air flow rate
(m3/min)

collection
distance (m)

mean fiber diameter
(μm) nozzle type

fiber
characteristics

solid polymer feeding
rate (g/h)

PEO 1 M 3.5 10; 0.1556 1.8 3.6 needle-tip fiber 1.7
PEO 1 M 3.5 20; 0.1339 1.8 1.7 needle-tip fiber 1.7
PEO 1 M 3.5 30; 0.12 1.8 1.2 needle-tip fiber 1.7
PEO 1 M 3.5 40; 0.1081 1.8 0.8 needle-tip fiber 1.7
PEO 300 K 3 15; 0.1422 1.8 0.2 wall-

anchored
fiber 1.4

PEO 300 K 3 15; 0.1422 1.8 0.2 needle-tip fiber 1.4
PEO 1 M 3 10; 0.1556 1.8 0.2 pendant

drop
fiber 0.09

PVP 1.3 M 6 10; 0.1556 1.8 0.2 wall-
anchored

fiber 2.9

PVP 1.3 M 6 20; 0.1339 1.8 0.4 wall-
anchored

fiber 5.7

PVP 1.3 M 6 30; 0.12 1.8 0.6 wall-
anchored

fiber and bead 8.6

PVP 1.3 M 2 20; 0.1339 1.8 0.1 wall-
anchored

fiber and bead 0.9

aPolymer molecular weight 1 M = 1000000; 300 K = 300000, 1.3 M = 1300000. Needle-tip nozzle diameter Ø = 0.83 mm. Air flow rate is in cubic
meter per min at 20 °C and at pressure indicated in the table.

Figure 3. Different conglutination levels of PEO fibers collected at
different distances from the nozzle: (a) 10, (b) 50, and (c) 100 cm.
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immiscible polymers PVAc and PEO seen in Figure 5d
demonstrate the possibilities of combining other immiscible
polymers into nanofibers. However, the polymer systems and
the solvents should be carefully selected to avoid the
possibilities of premature solvent evaporation and polymer
precipitation.
The set of immiscible and miscible polymers can also be

converted into nanofibers of core−shell morphology by the
coaxial feeding arrangement (syringe-in-syringe technique)

shown in Figure 5b. The process also allows incorporation of
nanoparticles into polymer solutions. A solution of 6% w/w of
PEO and trisilanol isobutyl polyhedral oligomeric silsesquiox-
ane (POSS) particles (1:3 ratio) in ethanol was converted into
fibers (Figure 5e). The self-assembly of POSS molecules in the
polymer26 led to rough surface morphology of the fibers.
Smooth fibers (Figure 5f) were obtained when the PEO/POSS
solution was kept in the core and a solution of PVAc 6% w/w
in ethyl acetate was kept as the shell (Figure 5b) with a feeding
ratio of 1:2 w/w. Core−shell fibers from other polymer systems
were also produced; Figure 5g presents transmission electron
microscope image of fibers with ∼620 nm diameter core of
PVP and shell of PEO.
We have demonstrated the ability of the GJF process to

produce fibers of a diameter ranging from tens of nanometers
to a few micrometer using a single or multiple polymers, either
miscible or immiscible, and polymers filled with nanoparticles.
The GJF process utilizes a balance of the forces originating
from viscous, surface tension, and aerodynamic sources. The
method uses scalable and independent gas and liquid delivery
systems and produces fibers at high rates. The fiber diameter
distribution, porosity, and conglutination can be conveniently
tailored to target specific applications. The simplicity of the
process and the nozzle designs allow production of a variety of
nanofiber morphologies so far obtained from electrospinning or
vapor grown processes. Nozzles with customized designs are
easily fabricated for testing of prototypes.
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Figure 4. Schematic showing the dependence of polymer solution
viscosity (μ) and surface tension (γ) on polymer concentration ratio
(C/C*). Also presented are images of the fibers obtained from a
needle-tip nozzle at various values of capillary number.

Figure 5. (a, b) Schematic of wall-anchored nozzles to produce fibers with (a) side-by-side and (b) core−shell morphology. (c−f) SEM images
showing various morphological forms of fibers. (c) Side-by-side using 6% w/w PEO in ethanol and PVP 6% w/w in ethanol. (d) Side-by-side from
PVAc 6% w/w in ethyl acetate, and PEO 6% w/w in ethanol. (e) Blend of PEO and trisilanol isobutyl POSS in ethanol. (f) Core and shell using
blend of PEO and trisilanol isobutyl POSS in core and PVAc in shell. (g) Transmission electron micrograph showing PVP core and PEO shell in a
section of the fiber. The diameter of the nozzle tip was 0.83 mm. The distance between the center lines of the two nozzles in (a) was kept at 18 mm
to produce side-by-side fibers.
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